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In the Matter of the Commission's Review 
of Chapters 4901:1-17 and 4901:1-18 and 
Rules 4901:1-5-07,4901:1-10-22, 
4901:1-13-11, 4901:1-15-17, 4901:1-21-14, 
and 4901:1-29-12 of the Ohio 
Administrative Code. 

PUCO 
Case No. 08-723-AU-ORD 

APPLICATION FOR REHEARING 
OF THE EAST OHIO GAS COMPANY 

D/B/A DOMINION EAST OHIO 

Pursuant to R.C. § 4903.10 and Rule 4901-1-35, Ohio Administrative Code, The East 

Ohio Gas Company d/b/a Dominion East Ohio ("DEO") hereby applies for rehearing of the 

Finding and Order issued in the above-captioned case on December 17, 2008 ("Order"). As 

explained in more detail in the attached Memorandum in Support, the Order in this case is 

unreasonable and unlawful on the following grounds: 

1. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Provide Sufficient 
Time to Allow the Company to Comply with the Order's 
Requirements. 

2. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Make Clear the 
Options Available to Utilities Should Customers Default on the 
One-Third Payment Plan. 

3. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Provide Customers 
with Notice of Upcoming Reverification Deadlines 

4. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Reduced the Monthly PIPP 
Payment from 10% of Income to 6%. 

5. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Permit Utilities to 
Apply a Previously Collected Deposit to a Customer's Existing 
Account Balance. 
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6. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Make Clear 
Whether Certain Rules Apply to PIPP Graduates. 

7. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Claiify that Utilities 
Must Receive Notice from the Ohio Department of Development 
("ODOD") before Terminating a Customer from PIPP. 

For these reasons, as demonstrated in the attached Memorandum in Support, the 

Commission should grant this Application for Rehearing and appropriately modify the Order. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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North Point, 901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Telephone: (216)586-3939 
Facsimile: (216)579-0212 
dakutik@jonesday.com 

Andrew J. Campbell 
JONES DAY 
325 John H. McConnell Boulevard, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 165017 
Columbus, OH 43216-5017 
Telephone: (614)469-3939 
Facsimile: (614)461-4198 
ajcampbell@jonesday.com 
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BEFORE 
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Commission's Review 
of Chapters 4901:1-17 and 4901:1-18 and 
Rules 4901:1-5-07,4901:1-10-22, 
4901:1-13-11, 4901:1-15-17, 4901:1-21-14, 
and 4901:1-29-12 of the Ohio 
Administrative Code. 

Case No. 08-723-AU-ORD 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the Order, the Commission adopted revisions to the mles contained in Chapters 

4901:1-17 and -18, Ohio Administrative Code, regarding the termination of residential service, 

the most significant of which govern the Percentage of Income Payment Program ("PIPP") and 

extended payment plans. A number of provisions of the final rules are unreasonable and hence 

unlawful for a number of reasons. See R.C. 4903.13 (providing that orders "shall be reversed, 

vacated, or modified" if the order is "unreasonable"). In particular, the Commission failed to 

delay the effective date of the rules to give utilities sufficient time to achieve the significant 

programming and implementation tasks necessary to comply. Further, the Order reduced PIPP 

payments from 10% to 6% of income, without any evidence that such a reduction will increase 

payment frequencies enough to prevent an explosion in accumulated PIPP arrearages. And in 

many other respects, the rules were simply unclear in their application. For these reasons, 

discussed in further detail below, DEO respectfully requests the Commission grant rehearing and 

modify the rules accordingly. 
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IL ARGUMENT 

A. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Provide Sufficient Time to 
Allow the Company to Comply with the Order's Requirements. 

The Order does not set forth an effective date for the rule changes. The rules therefore 

are likely to become effective roughly two-and-a-half months following final Commission 

approval of the rules. See JCARR Procedures Manual Appx. IL JCARR Timeline.' DEO's 

information-technology ("IT") department roughly estimates that 4,600 hours will be needed to 

make the programming changes required to comply with the Commission's modifications to the 

PIPP and extended-payment-plan rules—and implementing such modifications is not the 

Company's only IT responsibility. Taking into consideration other programming efforts 

currently underway and planned for the coming year, it is clear that even with the most heroic of 

efforts, DEO (and surely other utilities as well) will need additional time to achieve compliance 

with the dramatically revised rules. 

The Commission has granted delayed effective dates or implementation dates in similar 

circumstances. E.g, In re the Review of Chapter 4901:1-5, OAC, Case No. 05-1102-TP-ORD, 

Entry \ 2 (Dec. 5, 2007) ("granting . . . delayed implementation date" in recognition that the 

"companies would need time to make necessary software and billing system changes for 

implementing the new [rules]"); In re Establishment of Minimum Gas Service Standards, Case 

No. 05-602-GA-ORD, Entry on Rehearing H 47 (May 16, 2006) (granting delayed effective date 

"[i]n recognition of the efforts and cooperation by all members of the industry and the 

participants in the case, and in recognition of the need of the companies to implement the rules"). 

DEO therefore requests that the effective date of the rule changes be delayed by at least 18 

Available on-line at https://www.jcarr.state.oh.us/images/stories/manual_asof_oct_3 l_2008.pdf 
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months to allow sufficient time for analysis and identification of the necessary changes to DEO's 

system and for the programming required to implement those changes. 

B. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Make Clear the Options 
Available to Utilities Should Customers Default on the One-Third Payment 
Plan. 

Rule 4901:1-18-05 (C) is unclear. It states that a customer in default of the modified one-

sixth plan described in subparagraph (B)(1) or the one-twelfth plan described in subparagraph 

(B)(2) of this rule shall be "offered PIPP" if the customer "meets the qualifications for that PIPP 

plan." It also states that "if a customer is having difficulty complying with any payment plan and 

requests that the utility company review that payment plan, the utility company may agree to 

modify the payment plan." The rule's failure to describe whether DEO should offer the PIPP 

program to customers in default on the one-third payment plan described in subparagraph (B)(3) 

implies that DEO need not do so and may proceed to inform customers that they risk 

disconnection if they default on a (B)(3) plan. DEO thus seeks rehearing for clarification of the 

options available to utilities should customers default on the one-third payment plan described in 

subparagraph (B)(3). 

C, The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Provide Customers with 
Notice of Upcoming Reverification Deadlines. 

Rule 4901:1-18-12(D) requires annual reverification of PIPP eligibility. While the rules 

provide for the printing of anniversary dates on customer bills and for an annual packet of 

information to be sent to customers "at reverification," the rules fail to require the Ohio 

Department of Development to serve notification on customers reminding them to reverify their 

eligibility (e.g., one month before the anniversary date). Because the information sent by the 

utilities either coincides with reverification or predates it by nearly one year, it will not serve this 
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purpose. To prevent undue participation in PIPP, the rules should require such a notice to 

facilitate timely reverification of eligibility. 

D. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Reduced the Monthly PIPP Payment 
from 10% of Income to 6%. 

Rule 4901:1-18-13 (A)(1) lowers the monthly PIPP payment to "six per cent of. . . 

household income or ten dollars, whichever is greater." The Commission should reconsider the 

percentage of household income that must be paid per billing cycle by PIPP customers. 

The likely final outcome of the Order will be increasing arrearages for all ratepayers. 

Gas companies currently require PIPP customers to pay 10% of their household income per 

month. The originally proposed rules required only 8%, a significant reduction. The 

Commission now has gone even further, reducing the required payment to 6%. This will inflate 

the accumulated PIPP arrearages that must then be collected from other ratepayers through the 

PIPP rider. DEO already has a significant level of arrearages that is not being reduced by the 

existing PIPP rider rate of $0.5653 per Mcf. Given that the revised aiTcarage-crediting program 

adopted by the Commission will increase these arrearages more quickly than DEO's existing 

arrearage-crediting program, reducing the PIPP payment percentage will only compound this 

situation. 

Data generated from DEO's billing system show that it will take a monumental increase 

in payment frequency to offset the revenue loss associated with the 6% level adopted by the 

Commission. PIPP customers currently make an average of 6.26 payments per year at 10% of 

income, resulting in payments of approximately $48.9 million per year. At 8% of income, 6.26 

payments result in payments of approximately $39.6 million per year. At 6% of income and 6.26 

payments per year, only $29.9 million is collected. At 8% of income, PIPP customers would 

need to make more than seven payments per year to generate the same total PIPP revenue that 
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DEO currently receives. At 6% of income, PIPP customers would need to make more than ten 

payments per year to generate the same PIPP revenue that DEO currently receives. 

There is no evidence that the drastic reduction in payment levels will result in a near-

doubling of the rate of payment frequency, and such an outcome appears to be little more than 

wishful thinking. While DEO disagrees that any reduction has been justified here, a moderate 

reduction—from 10% to 8%—would at least provide an opportunity to observe to what extent (if 

any) a correlation exists between payment amounts and payment frequency, while limiting the 

prospect of skyrocketing arrearages. The Commission unfortunately appears willing to gamble 

here, but however laudable its motives, it should bear in mind the interests of those who must 

ultimately foot the bill. 

DEO therefore seeks rehearing and requests that the income-based payment percentage 

be set at 8% rather than 6%. 

E. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Permit Utilities to Apply a 
Previously Collected Deposit to a Customer's Existing Account Balance. 

Under Rule 4901:1-18-15 (B), if a security deposit has been paid by a customer prior to 

entering the PIPP program, utilities must either refund the deposit or apply it to the customer's 

account "as requested by the PIPP customer." The rule does not address treatment of deposits if 

the customer has a balance due upon entering the PIPP program, however. In this situation, the 

utility should be permitted to apply the previously collected deposit to the exisdng account 

balance, to reduce amounts that will otherwise have to be collected through the PIPP rider. DEO 

seeks rehearing and requests that the rule be revised accordingly. 

F. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Make Clear Whether Certain 
Rules Apply to PIPP Graduates. 

Rule 4901:1-18-16 sets forth the requirements for the graduate PIPP program. Rules 

4901:1-18-15(B) and(C) state that PIPP customers cannot be charged a deposit or late fees. It is 
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not clear, however, whether such prohibitions apply to customers in the graduate PIPP program. 

DEO therefore seeks rehearing and requests that Commission modify the rule to make clear 

whether these prohibitions apply to PIPP graduates. 

G. The Order Is Unreasonable in that It Does Not Clarify that Utilities Must 
Receive Notice from the Ohio Department of Development ("ODOD") before 
Terminating a Customer's Participation in PIPP. 

Rule 4901:1-18-17(A) requires that the "company shall remove a percentage of income 

payment plan (PIPP) customer from PIPP when the customer fails to comply with the [PIPP 

ehgibility requirements set forth in] rule 4901:1-18-12." PIPP eligibility, however, is reviewed 

and administered by ODOD. This puts DEO in the unreasonable position of being required to 

take timely action based on timely information when it does not possess that information but 

must depend on ODOD to obtain and transmit that information in a timely manner. Therefore, 

DEO seeks rehearing and requests the Commission modify Rule 4901:1-18-17(A) to read as 

follows: 

The gas or natural gas utility company shall remove a percentage 
of income payment plan (PIPP) customer from PIPP when the 
company receives notice from the Ohio department of 
development that the customer has faileds to comply with the 
requirements set forth in paragraphs (C), (D), or (E) of rule 
4901:1-18-12 of the Administrative Code. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, DEO respectfully requests the Commission to grant 

rehearing and modify the rules appropriately. 
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Respectfully submitted. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

A copy of the foregoing Application of Rehearing of The East Ohio Gas Company d/b/a 

Dominion East Ohio was served upon the following parties this 16th day of January, 2009: 

Richard C. Reese 
David C. Bergmann 
Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel 
10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3485 
reese@occ.state.oh.us 
bergmann@occ.state.oh.us 

Colleen L. Mooney 
1431 Mulford Road 
Columbus, OH 43212 
cmoonev2@columbus.n-.com 

Ron Bridges 
17S. High Street, Suite 800 
Columbus, OH 43215-3467 
RBridges@aarp.orR 

Bill Faith 
175 S. Third St. 
Columbus, OH 
billfaith@cohhio.org 

Paul A. Colbert 
139 East 4th Street, 25th Floor Atrium II 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
pcoibert@cinergv.com 

James W. Burk 
Ebony L. Miller 
76 South Main Street 
Akron, OH 44308 
burki@firstenergYcorp.cQm 
elmiller@firstenergycorp.com 

Lisa Hamler-Fuggit, 
51 N. High Street, Suite 761 
Columbus, OH 43215 
lisa@oashfQrq 

Phil Cole 
50 W. Broad Street. Suite 1616 
Columbus, OH 43215 
phil@oacaa.org 

JudiL. Sobecki (0067186) 
1065 Woodman Drive 
Dayton, OH 45432 
iudi.sobecki@DPLINC.cQm 

Douglas E. Hart 
441 Vine Street 
Suite 4192 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
dhart@dQuglasehart.com 

Parties for whom an e-mail address is listed were served by electronic mail; all others by U.S. Mail. 
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Marvin I. Resnik 
1 Riverside Plaza, 29th Floor 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
miresnik@aep.com 

Elizabeth L. Anstaett 
Dreher Langer & Tomkies L.L.P. 
2250 Huntington Center 
41 S. High Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
eanstaett@dltlaw.com 

Joseph M. Clark 
21 East State Street, 17th Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215-4228 
i clark@mwncmh.com 

Thomas E. Lodge 
Thompson Hine LLP 
41 South High Street, Suite 1700 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-6101 
Toin.LQdge@ThompsonHine.com 

Mary Ryan Fenlon 
AT&T Services, Inc. 
150 E. Gay St., Room 4-A 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 

Barth E. Royer 
33 South Grant Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3927 
(614)228-0704-Phone 
(614)228-0201-Fax 
B arthRo ver@ao 1. com 

Lisa G. McAlister 
21 East State Street, 17th Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215-4228 
lmcalister(a)mv^icmh.com 

Eric B. Gallon 
41 South High Street, Suite 3000 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
egallQn@pQrterwriglit.com 

Noel M. Morgan 
Legal Aid Society of Southwest Ohio, L.L.C. 
215 East Ninth Street, Suite 500 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 

Stephen M. Howard 
52 East Gay Street 
P.O. Box 1008 
Columbus, Ohio 43216-1008 
smhoward@vorvs.com 

Douglas E. Lumpkin 
Franklin County Department of Job and 
Family Services 
80 East Fulton Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-5174 

Jenny Ricci O'Donnell 
CheckFreePay Corporation 
15 Sterling Drive 
P.O. Box 5044 
Wallingford, CT 06492-7544 

Sheldon Gas Co. 
12925 Blanchard T.R. 50 
Dunkirk, Ohio 45836 
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